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CABINET ANNOUNCED

With  the  Marquis  found  'not  guilty'  at  his
recent fraud trial, he has now been granted
the  chance  to  name  his  new  Cabinet.
Rumours  had  been  circulating  that  the  Rt.
Hon. Roberto Bruno MP might find himself
out  of  a  job  following  his  success  in  the
election. However, he was granted the same
post as before the election, allegedly for his
hard  work.  In  fact,  nobody  was  dismissed
from the Cabinet, although some were moved
about. The Imperial Grand Duke was given
the post of Lord Chancellor of the Treasury
and the Prime Minister became Minister of
the  Foreign  Office.  The  Rt.  Hon.  Hannah
Crabtree found herself as the new Minister of
Faith  and  Communities  with  her  old  post
abolished.

RUTHENIAN RELATIONS FLOURISH

Relations between both Lundenwic and Ruthenia have continued to grow since Oscar
I first approached the government looking for mutual recognition. Almost one month
on and both governments have signed the 'Treaty of Mutual Recognition (Lundenwic
– Ruthenia) 2014'. The treaty establishes friendly and diplomatic relations with the
Prime Minister calling it 'a landmark in our continued friendship'. Both nations have
also been quick to bestow titles and honours on each other, the latest of which was
the  Duke of  Antonini  and  Duke  of  Pausanias  on  the  Imperial  Grand  Duke  and
Marquis of New Charter respectively. The Imperial Grand said he was excited at the
opportunities posed by the friendship, especially in the areas of cooperation and trade.
The Prime Minister noted that, “We are both relatively young micronations and are
still learning, especially from each other...”. He later added the how the friendship
with Ruthenia had brought Lundenwic to the attention of other micronations.  

MORE NATIONS REQUEST
RELATIONS

The  government  has  revealed  that  it  has
received more requests from micronations for
mutual recognition. One of the nations is the
United Republic of Isvik and Tavadia which
firstly  honoured  the  Imperial  Grand  Duke
with the title, Baron of Isa (the capital city).
The Imperial  Grand Duke then suggested a
that  both  nations  sign  a  mutual  recognition
and  friendship  treaty.  The  treaty  is  being
drawn  up  by  the  Prime  Minister.  The
government had also been approached by the
Empire of Paravia who is mutually recognised
by the Kingdom of Ruthenia. The government
accepted terms for Mutual Recognition with
the with a treaty of friendship in the pipeline.

LMP AND IRP CONSIDER
MERGER

It  has  been  claimed  that  both  the
Lundenwic  Militarists  Party  and  the
Imperial Royalist Party are considering
merging  after  both  nearly  lost  the
recent  elections.  The  Militarists  only
won  because  of  a  technicality  in  the
Elections Bill that didn't state 'one vote
per person'. 

REMINDER

The playing of 'Spoons' is
still  banned  by  law.
Anyone  caught  playing
the  card  game  will  be
fined  or  reoffenders
imprisoned.

NATIONAL HOLIDAYS IN 2015

1st January (New Years Day)
18th May (Imperial Grand

Dukes birthday)
23rd May (Eurovision Song

Contest)
4th July (National Day)

5th November (Guy Fawkes
Night)

25th - 26th December (Xmas)
28th December (Independence

Day)
29th December (Constitution

Day)
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